Portland Auto Body Repair Beaverton Bumper
Repair Beaverton Paintless Dent Repair
Portland
Description:
APEX is "passionate about what you drive!" For
years our mission has been to offer a Car Spa that
envelopes many different services in just one
convenient location. This philosophy of business
has led to many return customers whom not only
enjoy our quality services, but also the personal
attention they receive. We address your needs one
by one and come up with a package that is suited
personally for you. Apex prides itself on telling about
its services, not selling them.
We start with the best products available on the
market, and finish with highly trained individuals
who specialize in their departments. The ownership
taken by Apex employees is the key to our success.
We invite you to take a look around our site.

Proudly serving the greater Portland/Beaverton area

503-646-APEX (2739)

Detailing Window Tinting Clear Bra Rock Chips
Headlights Door Dings Interior Bumper Repair
Home Gallery Request A Quote Contact
Detailing

At Apex Restoration our highly skilled experts only
use the finest quality products to restore your
vehicle to like new conditions.

Car Spa Detail
- Hand wash
- Vacuum interior
- Interior and exterior windows
- Clean and condition interior interior plastics and
dashboard
- Wipe door and trunk jams
- Hand clean engine area
- Polish exterior painted surfaces with high speed
professional polishers
(This can take up to five steps with
products/compounds of various "cutting" levels)

- Hand wax exterior painted services
- Interior shampoo and high temp extraction
- Clean headliner
- Leather and vinyl conditioning
- Clean vents, gauges, and instruments
- Hand or machine clean wheels
- Apply tire dressing

Cars start at $250.00
Small SUV/Van starts at $295.00
Large SUV/Van Starts at $349.00
Prices may very upon vehicle condition.
Window Tint

Enhance your vehicles appearance and feel the
difference.
Enhances Vehicle Appearance
A vehicle with window film simply looks better. By
installing window film, a vehicle will have an
increased sport and value look about it. Even the
blue book value (automotive pricing guide) can
increase with "privacy glass" installed! The film may
pay for itself in actual increased value alone.
Increases Comfort
Window tint rejects up to 67% of the sun's heat creating a uniform interior temperature and saving
energy regarding A/C usage. Consider it insulation
for your car instead of your home.
Reduces Glare
Window films reduce the annoying glare from the
sun and other vehicle headlights, improving driving
safety and confidence.
Blocks UV Radiation
Window tint screens out up to 99.5% of the sun's
invisible ultraviolet (UV-A/B) radiation, which is the
principal cause of premature skin aging.
Protects The Vehicle
Window films help block UV radiation, visible light
and heat from fading the interior fabrics and plastics
of a vehicle, keeping interiors looking new longer.
Protects Passengers
If a vehicle's window is ever broken in an accident,
window tint can help hold potentially dangerous

flying glass together and safely away from
passengers. Besides the accident protection, how
about virtually 100% sunscreen for your children or
pets?
Front two roll-up windows $125.00
Two door car $245.00
Four door car $275.00
Small SUV/Wagon/Van $295.00
Large SUV/Van $325.00
Clear paint protection film
Drive with peace of mind with a 3M Clear Bra
package from Apex Restoration.
Say no to rock chips and scratches.
3M Paint protection film is a virtually invisible
product that is hand applied to the most exposed
paint surfaces of your vehicle. It can be removed
without any damage to your paint and maintains the
new look, and value of you vehicle. 3M film is the
most advanced protective coating product available
for your vehicle. Every package is designed to your
specific needs and wants. There is practically no
limit to the amount of protection we can provide for
your vehicle.
Blemished Headlights
Headlamp corrosion and oxidation affects the
amount of light that transfers
through the headlamp itself. Besides the unsightly
appearance, a lamp in
this condition can make nighttime driving
concerning.
Apex removes this concern on most headlamps,
returning them to their
original shiny look. The other advantage besides
safety and appearance is
vehicle value. The perceived value alone is night
and day with this process.
Along with corrosion and oxidation, impact debris
damage is minimized
through this process, making the lamp smooth while
avoiding expensive replacement.

Headlights start at $65.00 each

Driving lights start at $25.00 each

Paint Work
Apex Restoration offers a body shop alternative with
its paint process.
Specializing in small collision impacts, we are able
to produce a result that
is equivalent to what you may get from a high end
body shop or
collision center at a fraction of the cost. Our paint
services are limited
to bumpers and mainly smaller areas. Using state of
the art equipment
and high end paints, our repairs have proven long
lasting and permanent.
Address Line 1: 12225 SW Millikan Way
State:
City: Oregon
City: Portland, Beaverton, Vancouver, Gresham,
Camas
Website: http://www.apexrestoration.net/index.html

